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isolated to discuss the issues raised with other women. An essential step to minimize the 
risk of this happening is to disseminate any findings from the study at a village level, and 
to work with local health care providers to develop follow-up local activities.

Reflective questions

You are researching women’s ability to attend local health promotion activities but in 
order to take part in the study the women’s husbands or fathers have to give permission. 
This in itself creates something of an ethical dilemma for you the researcher as this 
seems to contradict the values explicit in the participatory focus of your study. The situ-
ation is then made worse by one woman’s father insisting that he have access to the 
recording of his daughter’s responses. Using the kinds of techniques outlined in the case 
study described above, sketch out some of the ways in which you might resolve (or not) 
this dilemma. What factors might you need to bear in mind? 

Feedback

To have to get a man’s permission about a woman’s activity might reinforce prejudices 
and stereotypes about women’s social place; on the other hand it may be culturally 
appropriate and in fact the only way to proceed with the study. This would be something 
to discuss with the research team/ethics committee but perhaps also at a community 
level meeting. With the father-daughter issue, care should be taken not to isolate or 
stigmatize her or her father, particularly since the repercussions might continue long 
after the research team have left. Possible strategies to address these dilemmas might 
be to organize parallel data collection amongst the men and then request equivalent 
‘permission’ from women. Similarly, the issue of the ‘strict father’ might be something 
to discuss within a group of him and his peers, or perhaps with a respected local com-
munity leader (priest / union representative / school teacher). 

To offset the power imbalance between researcher and interviewee, the interview 
format may need to be thought about carefully. First, the location is important. 
Given that most interviewees will feel relatively more empowered in their own 
environment than yours (Green and Hart 1999), the interviewee’s home or another 
familiar place may be more suitable than a university office or clinic room. This is, 
of course, context specific: in some settings the home environment may be too 
crowded or lacking in privacy for one-to-one interviews. Case Study 5.1, which 
describes a study of Bedouin views of maternal health services, is a good example 
here, as Susan Beckerleg and her colleagues (1997) describe the inappropriateness of 
trying to do a ‘private’ interview in the home setting. Here, an institutional setting 
might be preferable if the topic were one that required privacy.

A second consideration in thinking about power in the research process is the 
interview format. A one-to-one interview can be intimidating, and interviewing people 
in pairs or small groups may redress the power imbalance. This is particularly useful 
when working with young people, who can be asked if they would like to do the inter-
view with a friend or sibling. However, it is worth remembering that few interviewees 
are entirely powerless. In practice, most participants will have a number of strategies 
at their disposal for declining to participate without actually having to refuse. 
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Reflective questions

If this experiment had been proposed in the current era of ethical responsibility it almost 
certainly would never be approved or funded. Can you think of other more recent exam-
ples where health research has raised ethical issues? Are there any issues of current 
practice that you feel are, or perhaps one day will become, open to question? Can you 
suggest why the ethical issues that are debatable in some historical periods come to be 
seen as clearly unacceptable in another?

Feedback

Recent trials of medications have had serious adverse reactions on the volunteer human 
participants; and the storing, without the permission of the next of kin, of the tissue and 
organs, for research purposes, of children that had died in Alder Hey Hospital in the UK 
caused a great deal of public consternation.

Current research on live animals for medical research is one area that is becoming 
contentious in medical research and may one day be considered unethical.

Shifts in epistemological perspective or social values change some ethical considera-
tions, for instance, by making some questions no longer legitimate to ask. 

In terms of fieldwork practice, one source of debate over ethical positions is, then, 
between those who view the process as the key issue, and develop methodological 
strategies that maximize respect for human autonomy, and those who consider the 
ends to be the deciding factor. For the latter, decisions about ethics are made in a 
more utilitarian way, in terms of assessing the likely benefit to the people involved 
(such as improved services) or the wider community against the risks.

Anthropological research and representing the ‘other’
The ethical issues of participant observation studies do not end with fieldwork. 
Responsibilities to participants continue in the writing up and dissemination of 
accounts, and researchers should consider carefully the likely impact not only on 
individual participants, but the likely policy impact of the study more broadly. This 
includes obvious considerations of confidentiality and being careful to disguise dis-
tinguishing characteristics. Circulating a draft report to informants can help identify 
any areas they feel may leave them vulnerable if identified.

Beyond the immediate concerns of embarrassment for individuals who may be 
identified in research reports, there are broader issues around representing com-
munities. Nancy Scheper-Hughes (2000) gives a moving account of her attempts to 
write ‘honest ethnography’ whilst maintaining a respect for those she lived with for 
nearly a year. Returning to the Irish village community she studied 25 years previ-
ously, she is struck by how betrayed villagers still feel by the book she wrote of her 
experiences. The book, Saints, Scholars and Schizophrenics (1979), was an explora-
tion of how particular social structures and family patterns could be functional for 
society, but dysfunctional for individuals, making some vulnerable to mental ill 
health. Like any ethnography, it was, she notes, a partial view – as much reflecting 
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